AssureSign® for
Insurance
AssureSign® Insurance Solutions

AssureSign Electronic Signature Technology allows carriers and agencies to expedite customer
acquisitions and renewals through various distribution channels, including agency portals, carrier
consumer portals and internal CSRs. Insurance carriers have invested numerous resources into
rolling out real-time rating and quoting web-based portals for their agents and consumers. However,
in most cases, the consumer is still required to sign a
policy manually and mail or fax it back to the home office or agent.
Integrating AssureSign into your existing workflow enhances the process by increasing revenue
while cutting costs. Plus, AssureSign’s sophisticated workflow allows for multiple signatories to sign
the same document, as well as the ability to route documents to anyone else that requires a copy of
the agreement.
AssureSign Electronic Signature Technology is a web-hosted application that easily integrates with
existing policy management systems and processes to secure legally binding electronic signatures
without the need for hardware or software.
With AssureSign:
• Get policies closed in minutes not days - AssureSign customers have
experienced as much as 65% increase in policy closure
• Accelerate the document execution process - Eliminate the need for fax,
courier and mail
• Eliminate geographic boundaries - Expand reach to new geographic markets
• Track the entire process electronically - Expedite the process with additional
follow-up as necessary.

FEATURES
Accelerate the document execution
process. Get policies closed in minutes,
not days.

Eliminate geographic boundaries
- Expand reach to new geographic
markets.
Track the entire process electronically.
Expedite the process with additional
follow-up as necessary.

BENEFITS
Increase sales and improve productivity

Reduce costs by saving paper-related
expenses, minimizing errors and
reducing product design time and
software development costs

Maintain control: Monitor the policy
execution process; close policies while
speaking with customers.

Meet legal requirements with an E-Sign
Act and UETA compliant solution. Reduce
E&O exposure.

